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SUMMARY 
One of the more important aspects of the many-body problem in Quantum 
Mechanics is that of determining the properties of a Bose system of particles 
with repulsive interactions. Several investigators have treated this par-
ticular problem using newer perturbation methods in the formalism of second 
quantization. The presence of formal complications when conventional per-
turbation methods are applied to many-particle systems has led to the develop-
ment of newer different perturbation methods. More recently, the same problem 
has been considered dealing directly with the wave function in configuration 
space, using the theory of cluster expansions first introduced in statisti-
cal mechanics. In these latter treatments the ground state wave function 
is expressed as a product of pair functions. The problem of evaluating 
the expectation value for the energy then becomes analogous to evaluating 
the classical partition function for an imperfect gas, expressed in terms 
of Mayer's cluster integrals. By considering only contributions to the 
energy from the ring cluster integrals, a tractable expression for the 
ground state energy at low densities is obtained. Then a choice for the 
pair function is made and subsequent variation with respect to a parameter 
in the chosen trial function has been shown to yield a ground state energy 
quite close to the exact asymptotic expression obtained from perturbation 
theory in the formalism of second quantization, where the contribution to 
the ground state energy from pair excitations was calculated exactly. 
Now one might naturally ask how this cluster integral method in con-
figuration space is related to the perturbation theory calculation using 
V 
vi 
momentum-space eigenfunctions. An analogous situation exists for the 
calculation of the partition function of an ideal Bose gas, where there 
is a cluster integral development which is completely equivalent to the 
more usual sum-over-states. One might expect that here as well, the pair 
approximation perturbation theory should have its exact counterpart in a 
configuration space cluster integral treatment. The primary purpose of 
the present investigation is to show that this expectation is indeed 
fulfilled. The cluster integral calculations previously made are not 
directly comparable to the perturbation theory calculations simply 
because the class of ring integrals which were taken as contributing to 
the ground state energy do not correspond to the pair approximation of 
perturbation theory. This pair approximation yields a ground state which 
in configuration space has been shown by Lee, Huang, and Yang to have 
the form 
= 	n 	Cl f, f( ri j )]  
i<j=l 
where the prime denotes that in the expanded. product for 	all terms 
with repeated particle indices are omitted. The prohibition of repeated 
particle indices is essential for the pair excitation approximation, 
since the Fourier transform of a term with one repeated index, such as 
f(r12)  f(r23) shows that this term refers to excitation of three particles 
having momenta k1' k2' k3  with k1 
 4- k
2 k 
	0. The previous cluster - - 	3 
integral treatments do not impose this constraint of non-repeated indices 
in the ground state wave function. As a result, they include (but only 
partially) excitations of three and more particles in addition to the 
pair excitations. The net effect is to give an approximate expression 
for the ground state energy which is in the same sense as the perturbation 
vii 
theory calculation, and hence, not directly comparable. With the constraint 
of non-repeated indices, the cluster integral development becomes equivalent 
to the pair excitation approximation perturbation theory, and the solution 
of the variational problem for the pair function f(r
ij
) and ground state 
energy yields again the same results as perturbation theory. 
Prior to the demonstration of this, the cluster integral formalism is 
introduced and a critical review is presented of both the previous cluster 
integral treatments and the pair excitation perturbation theory. Then the 
characteristics of the ground state for Bosons with repulsive interactions 
is obtained by a variational method in the approximation of single pair 
excitations to show the connection with the perturbation theory method at 
an early stage. This is followed by the detailed demonstration of how the 
cluster integral formalism may be treated to produce results equivalent 
to those obtained from perturbation theory. This involves the applica-
tion of the implications of the constraint of non-repeated indices. 
Interest in the equivalence is not so much in presenting the cluster 
integral development as an alternative to the second quantization proce-
dure; as employed in this investigation at least, the cluster integral 
formalism appears considerably more cumbersome, but proceeding in con-
figuration space does have intuitive advantages, however. Of greater 
interest, perhaps, is the underlying reason for the possibility of making 
an exact asymptotic calculation for the ground state energy in the two 
procedures. In the second quantization formalism, the pair excitation 
approximation reduces the Hamiltonian operator from a complicated quadri-
linear form in the plane wave creation and destruction operators to a 
simple bi-linear form, which can then be diagonalized by a canonical 
viii 
transformation to new operators. The cluster integral formalism without 
the equivalent of the pair approximation is also quite intractible because 
of the complicated nature of admissible graphs contributing to the pair 
distribution function. The equivalent of the pair excitation approximation, 
namely the restriction to non-repeated indices, selects out of the original 
hierarchy of graphs only certain ring integrals. These have a particularly 
simple structure which enables the exact evaluation of their contribution 
to the pair distribution function. This fact, utilized previously in, for 
example, the Debye-Bgckel theory of electrolytes, the Kahn-Uhlenbeck treat-
ment of the perfect Bose-Einstein gas and the Born-Green theory of liquids, 
here again forms the basis for the possibility of the present calculation. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
As the name implies, the quantum mechanical many-body problem is 
concerned with the behavior of a system of a large number of interacting 
particles for which quantum effects are important. 
The difficulty of the many-body problem is apparent already for 
more than two bodies as well as for a large number. The inherent in-
separability of the problem is the deterrent. Even the two-body problem 
is tractable only through those symmetry properties that allow its reduc-
tion to the one-body relative motion problem. For three or more inter-
acting particles, no such simplifying feature exists, and one must resort 
to approximate treatments. One such approach is the Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation wherein each particle is treated as moving independently in an 
average potential provided by all the others. The usual Hartree-Fock 
approximation involves writing the N-body wave function as a product of 
single particle functions. Other approaches include that of normal coordi-
nates wherein the search is for independent functions which describe the 
collective motion of the system. These functions depend upon the particle 
coordinates. 
For particles which obey Fermi-Dirac statistics (Fermions), typical 
problems include those of nuclear matter, the finite nucleus, the elec-
tron gas, liquid helium three, etc. A group of atoms is a system of 
particles obeying Bose-Einstein statistics (Bosons) for which investiga-
tion of quantum effects is important. It is truly a "quantum liquid" 
2 
despite expectations to the contrary. The weak nature of the attractive 
forces between the closed shell atoms would lead to the suspicion that the 
helium four atom could be closely approximated by the classical hard 
sphere. Its behavior, however, is very different from that expected from 
a classical system of hard spheres. Included among its properties is 
that of superfluidity (1) (2) ( 3). 
Landau's (if) explanation of the thermodynamic properties of liquid 
helium four in terms of elementary excitations was justified by Feynman 
(5). To do this, Feynman used a wave-function which was dependent upon 
knowledge of the liquid structure factor empirically. This phenomenologi-
cal foundation for the theory of the thermodynamic properties can only be 
overcome by solving the Schrlidinger equation to determine the energy eigen-
values and the eigenfunctions for the system. This is one reason for 
interest in this particular type of the quantum mechanical many-body prob-
lem, namely that of a system of a large number of strongly interacting 
Bosons. With the eventual aim of understanding liquid helium four, a 
number of such systems with various characteristics have been studied. 
The properties of a Boso system of particles with repulsive inter-
actions using the formalism of second quantization has been treated by 
several investigators. In particular, Boguliubov and Zubarev (6)(7)(8) 
have considered this problem in the limit of weak coupling, i.e. weak 
repulsive forces. An important contribution from this work was that a 
finite fraction of particles in the ground state causes a linearization 
of the Hamiltonian in first approximation. Lee, Huang, and Yang (9) (10) 
have used the method of pseudopotentials to consider the case of a dilute 
collection of hard spheres. Brueckner and Sawada (11) consider the 
3 
problem for a less dilute system (i.e. at higher densities) using the 
"Brueckner t-matrix" method. This procedure obtains the actual wave 
function by operating with the t-matrix operator on the wave function 
for the ideal Boson gas, i.e. plane waves. More recently (12) (13) 
the same problem has been considered dealing directly with the wave 
function in configuration space, using the theory of cluster expan- 
sions first introduced in statistical mechanics (14). In these latter 
treatments the ground state wave function is expressed as a product of 
pair functions. The problem of evaluating the expectation value for the 
energy then becomes analogous to evaluating the classical partition 
function for an imperfect gas, expressed in terms of Mayers cluster 
integrals. By considering only contributions to the energy from ring 
integrals, a tractable expression for the ground state energy is ob-
tained. Then a choice for the pair function is made and subsequent vari-
ation with respect to a parameter in this trial function has been shown 
to yield a ground state energy quite close to the exact asymptotic expres-
sion obtained in the work of Lee, Huang, 'and Yang and Brueckner and 
Sawada mentioned above where the contribution to the energy from pair 
excitations was calculated exactly. 
Now one might naturally ask how this cluster integral method in con-
figuration space is related to the perturbation theory calculation using 
momentum-space eigenfUnctions. An analogous situation exists for the cal-
culation of the partition function of an ideal Bose gas, where there is a 
cluster integral development which is completely equivalent to the more 
usual sum-over-states (15). One might expect that here as well, the 
pair approximation perturbation theory should have its exact counterpart 
in a configuration space cluster integral development. The purpose of 
the present work is to show that this expectation is indeed fulfilled. 
The cluster integral calculations previously made are not directly com-
parable to the perturbation calculations simply because the class of 
ring integrals which were taken as contributing to the ground state 
energy do not correspond to the pair approximation of perturbation theory. 
In Chapter II, the formalism of the cluster development is introduced 
and the details of the previous ring integral treatments are discussed. 
The important approximation which allowed an exact perturbation theory 
calculation in the pair approximation is briefly recalled and its impli-
cations for the cluster method are discussed. 
In Chapter III, the connection between the perturbation theory cal-
culation in the pair approximation and the cluster expansion method is 
demonstrated. 
CHAPTER II 
CLUSTER EXPANSIONS AND Ihh GROUND STATE OF 
BOSONS WITH REPULSIVE INTERACTIONS 
The approach used to investigate the properties of the ground state 
of a system of Bosons will be a variational one. In particular, inter-
est will be centered on the ground state energy and the variational 
effort will be toward obtaining the best approximation to it. The ground 





+ jr 	V(rii ) (1) drN 
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drN 
where drN = dr' dr2...drff . In this expression for <H) , it is assumed 
that the interaction energy V(rN) may be expressed as the indicated sum of 
pair interactions. Furthermore, the system under consideration is a 
system of N non-relativistic Boson particles contained in a volume V. 
Interest will eventually be centered on the case N —000 and V 	co but 
N/V = p remains finite. 
The ground state wave function 0 will be written in the form 
N 




The use of this particular form for the ground state wave function for 
Bosons with repulsive interactions seems to have been first suggested by 
N. F. Mott and used by R. B. Dingle (1). It was subsequently used in a 
cluster development for the expectation value of the energy by R. Jastrow (2). 
It should be noted that such a product of two-body wave functions is nec-
essary to describe hard-sphere interactions. A. product of single particle 
wave functions will not vanish inside a hard core, i.e. for V(r ij ) = 
f 0 ru > a 
r ‹a , 0 (r1 ..rN) must equal zero whenever r ij 
ij 
The pair function IP (iii ) or f(rij ) will be determined by the varia-
tion of the expecte:I= value of the Hamiltonian, i.e. the variation of 
equation ( 1) with * the trial function of equation ( 2). 
General Cluster Formulation.--To apply the cluster expansion techniques 
to this problem, it is necessary to rewrite the expectation value of the 
Hamiltonian in a suitable form. Using equation (2) for 0 in equation 
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Define the quantities 
N 
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P 2 1) 2(r12) c(r12) 17 N(11-1) P(11/L.2)  = n(r1,r2) 
where P(ri„r2) dri dr2 is the probability that particles one and two are 
simultaneously in the volume elements dgi,dr2 centered on r, and r2 
 respectively. The quantity n(r1 ,r2) is the quantum mechanical analogue 
of the classical pair distribution function. <H) is now written as the 




is examined first. As it consists of the indicated sum over pairs and 
the N(N-1)/2 integrals involved are all of the same value then, 
J 
V(r12 ) 1)2(r12) C(I 12)4.1 4E 2 2  

















may also be written as a sum over pairs, a similar reduction to that 
for (V> may be effected. Noting that 
N 	 N 
V 
k 	






V 121 t Inl 11)(rtn)t 	Vk ip(rtnii ktn +y k Ip(rtn)-Vi ktn.} 
t<n=l 
(12)  
Summing over k and interchanging the order of the summation, 
n R 	
= 	f5:11G: Vrtdirtn + yo(l tn ) 
ia=1 k=1 	 t< n=1 k 
(13)  
However, V k (rtn) = 0 unless k=t or k = n, so 
N 2 N 
E vk <nz1 4(rtri) = 
k 1 
N 	/ 2 EE,t krtn)ktn + 11)(rtn),34 kin] 
t<n7.--1 
( 14) 
Thus, utilizing equation (14), <T> becomes 
, 	_2p 
-r — 
41—ff (r12) V2 r12) C(r12) 
1 
*(1.12) *(r12) .VC(r12).} clZ12) 
The expectation value for the Hamiltonian can now be written, using 
equations (9 ) and (15) 
= 	 [*(r12"72 (rid] C(r12)  2* (r12) q(r12).VC(1)2) 
2m 
 + 7 V(r12) *2 ( r12) c(r12)} 412 (14)  
It is now in the desired form for the use of cluster expansion tech-
niques. C(1112) will be expanded in a cluster expansion originally 
developed for the analogous two-body correlation function in classical 
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in powers of the density is well known 00 (19). In equation (17), 
U(rij ) is the two-body interaction and the configuration integral Ch i 




The expansion is made under the assumption that N, V 	°°, but N/V=-  p 
remains finite. C(r12) is suitable for a cluster expansion in powers 






( 1 8 ) 
C(r12) 	1 + 
 
where 
(r12) = TT h(ri .) dr ...dr j 	3 —n+2 (19 ) 




and the integrand E1h(rid indicates the SUM of all connected 
produCts for which each particle of the set n is connected to particles 
one and two by an independent path. 	(r12) is often called a "general 
1,2-irreducible cluster integral" (19). An alternate prescription for 
iTh(rii ) is that indicates summation over all possible "general 
1,2-irreducible" cluster diagrams that can be formed with the singled 
out points one and two plus n-given field points. A"general 1,2-irredu-
cible" cluster diagram with n-given field points is one in which each of 
the on-given points lies on at least one continuous path going from one 
to two without passing any point more than once (19). The link connecting 
i and j corresponds to the function h(rii ). "General 1,2-irreducible 
cluster diagrams" are illustrated in Figure 1 for (a) n = 1, (b) n = 2 
and (c) n = 3. A number of these cluster diagrams differ in the order-








Figure 1. General 1,2 Irreducible Cluster Diagrams 
(a) n = 1 	(b) n r. 2 (c) n= 3 
value. To illustrate the procedure, the diagrams and the corresponding 




jr dr3 h(r13) h(r32) . 
For n = 2 (See Figure 1(b) • ) 
(r12) = -25 f dr3drit {h(r )( 	) ( 	) 13 hr " ' 34' ll ' r42" [2 
+ 	
14) + h(r14)h(423)] 
+ h(ri3)h(r32)h(ri )h(r24 ) 
or 
C2(r12) 	.f dr 3dr II. 11(r13 )h(r314- )h(r42) L2÷11.11(r14) 
h(r14)126r 23)] 	1/2 e N.(1'12)j 2 
An alternate cluster expansion of 0(r12) may be made in terms 
of the "simple 1,2-irreducible" cluster integrals (19). Expressed in 
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) indicates summation over all possible "simple 1,2- 
irreducible" cluster diagrams that can be formed with the singled-out 
points one and two plus -given field points. A simple irreducible 
cluster diagram is a "general 1,2-irreducible" cluster diagram with 
-given field points with the restriction that there is at least one 
continuous path passing through neither point one nor point two and join-
ing any two field points. In the illustrated "general 1,2-irreducible 
cluster diagrams" for the cases n = 1,2, and 3 in Figure 1, the diagrams 
to the left of the dotted lines in each case are "simple 1,2-irreducible 
cluster diagrams." 
Using the expansion given in equation (23) for C(2 ,12) in equation 
(15), the expectation value for the energy became 
(25 ) 
co 
V(r12) exp 	Pfl (r 1] dr 




pn pn( r32) 412 
14 
The above represents an alternate expression for <H> to that in equation 
(15). There are thus two cluster expansions which may be used for C(r 12), 
namely those of equation (18) and equation (23). The expansion of equa-
tion (18) was used in the work of Aviles (20) which will be discussed in 
the next section. Its use in the next chapter is explained byctherequire-
ments imposed there. 
The variation of <H>, given in equation (1) for ;(21) will yield 
<H> the Schrodinger equation. The variation of 	, given in equation (16) 
with respect to .gr12) yields the Euler equation: 
V2 11)(0 + 	fu(r) - 1/2v(r) Ip(E) = 0 
	
(27) 
where for C(r) -50 0 , 





and C(r12) is given by either equation (18) or equation (23). 
This Euler equation for the two-body wave function *(m 12) is similar 
to the Schrodinger equation for two particles in a potential 1/21/(r) tkr) 
The "effective potential" U(r) represents the effect upon the pair of 
particles under consideration of the remaining p N-2 particles. 
The Apkroach of Jastrow and Aviles.--With the expectation value for the 
Hamiltonian in the desired form for the use of cluster expansion techniques, 
and. presented by equation (16), it is necessary to recognize that the prob-
lem in its present form is still somewhat intractable. The variation of 
15 
Kli2 with respect to J  (r12) yielded the Euler equation of equation (27), 
N72 *MI- 2m 	- 1/2V(r). } i(r) = 0 where the "effective potential" 
U (r) is given by equation (28).-. The solution of this equation yields 
the minimizing l (r). One method of solution of this equation is by 
iteration, i.e. start with some approximate * (r), say *0(r) which sat-
isfies the boundary conditions the *(r) must satisfy and insert it into 
U(r). Call this U(r), Uo(r) and solve equation (27), for *(r) with 
U(r) replaced by Uo(r). This solution will be called * 1(r). Repeat 
the preceding process. This will generate a sequence of * i(r). If the 
process is convergent, there will eventually be a tk(r) such that 
*k(r) = tlar). Then J(r) will be the solution of the integro-dif-
ferential equation. One difficulty with this procedure is that the 
calculation of U(r) involves the function C(r). For the procedure to 
be other than purely formal, it must be known whether C(r) in terms of 
the series prescription of equation (18) is convergent for every * i (r). 
Even formally, the calculation of the cluster integrals ,1 (1.12) is quite 
difficult for most prospective * i(r). 
Instead of proceeding directly to obtain *(r) and the minimal 42 
<H> by a direct variation of -Tr- Jastrow (21) suggested as a first approxi-
mation the use of a trial function *0 (r). This function would satisfy 
the boundary conditions expected of (r) and would contain a single 
variable parameter. Instead of being used, as in the procedure just dis- 
cussed as a first iterate of the variational equation, it would be inserted 
in the expression for 42, and variation would be made with respect to 
its parameter. For the hard-sphere interaction, Jastrow used as his 
single-parameter trial two-body wave function 
16 
0 	 r..% a 
- e a -e(r-a) , r 
a: 
 a 
where a is the hard sphere diameter and E is the parameter. It should 
be noted that this function vanishes inside the core and approaches one 
for large R. 
For the problem of dilute hard sphere bosons, Jastrow made the 
further approximation, although unordered arbitrary and with uncontrolled 
error, that 
C(r12) = 1 ° 
	 (30 ) 
From the viewpoint of the cluster expansions, they were terminated after 
the first term. In terms of the definition of C(r12), one has from 
equation (16) that 
2, 
* tr12) Ck r12J  dr dr P(r ,r ) dr dr2 = 1 —2 	1 — 	 V2 	—1 —2 
( 3 1 ) 
where P(g1 ,1:2) 4E14°2 is the probability that particles one and two are 
simultaneously in the volume elements dr i, dr2 centered on xi and r2 
 respectively. For C(r12) = 1, 
2(r12)  
P( 1=1; ) cirl rd2 	ve _2 dr dr 1 2 • 
Thus, for r12 < a , 
P(r1 ,1:2) drl dE2 = ° • 
But for r12 	P(r1 ,112) is not affected by the presence of the other 
particles, except as they influence *(r12). 
r ) 
With C(r12) = 1, equation (16) for 
CND becomes 
2 	 2m <111 	 i(r) 72* (r) + —2 V( ) 4) 2(r)} dE 
11.1 
Note that this eliminates the troublesome V1!)-VC term. For the hard sphere 
interaction and the spherically-symmetric .4)0(r), this becomes 
<N) _ 	jr _ *0(r) 72 Ik(r) [ 4nr2  2m 
For the J0(r) of equation 	 4o(r) 	
a = 1 - — e - e(r-a) , equation (33)  
becomes 
4TTph2 r 	r 	 ae -2E(r-a) 
N 	2m j rZ 	 r
2dr 
or 
<H> _ 11221.ga_ £2 f re -E(r-a) -aa-2c(r-a)] dr N 	2m 	a 
Integrating,one has for e 00 , 
<H> 	11:rr P art  
"7". 	C1+  
Examining equation (36), one sees that the minimal value of ..711 . occurs 
for E =0 , i.e. 
CH> 	iVrr P tte  








Tr p a 	{1 1- at 	0 
" 
112 
Tr p a Tra- , E =0 • 
(38) 
However, equation (36) was calculated for e # 0 . For e = 0, 
fa .1)0 7 2 4),(5 r2 dr 	0 
This contradiction is resolved if one realizes that the correct expression 
112 r iv,d2 for the kinetic energy is 	J 	dr and that the transformation 
112 
to - 	f *N72 * drN was Invalid for e = 0, and hence * = 1 outside 
the core. Evaluation of Jr I V *D r r2 dr leads to a 
18 
Thus the previous conclusion that the minimal value of 	in this 
112 , 
Approximation is 4.11p a — (the Lenz term (22) ) and occurs for e =0, 
2m 
is true. 
Aviles (25) extended the work of Jastrow by including more terms of 
the cluster expansion of C(r12). In particular, from the cluster expan-
sion given by equation (18) and equation (19), only the set of cluster 
integrals arising from those diagrams which are chain connected are in-
cluded. As illustrated in Figure 2, for arbitrary order m, they have 
neither internal connections nor more than one path leading from particles 
one or two. For the illustrated set m l 'the cluster integral is 
	
_ 	r 
chain - j m: h(ri3)h(r 	h(r 34)...m+ 2  2) dr 3  44...dr 	(39) - 	-m+2 




Figure 2. Ring Cluster Diagram of Order m 
Define the Fourier transform of h(r) as 
y(k) = jr h(r) e-4.1- dr . 

















But r = 	- r 12 —1 —2 
= 1.1 - 1.3 4'1'3 + 1.3  - 14. 	+ • • • - 	rm+2 
Thus (k) becomes 
r (k) = f ...f rh(Li3)e-il4°12.13T (r34.)e-111.1:39 	 (42) 
rm4212) e-111° Em +2,21 dr3dE4 •" dEm 2dE12= [P(4 
 m+1 
Hence 
cn,chain(r12) = 	f ET, (k)ra -a e-4-112 dk 
	
(43) 
The cluster expansion for the chain terms, 
CO 
chain (1.12) = 1 + 
 
n, chain (r12) 	 (44) 











cclasin(r12) = 1 	1 
(2Tr) 3 
dk 	(44) 
Formal interchange of summation and integration yields 
Cchain(r12
) = 1 
2 	4 .6. 
-+ —12__ f  (Pi kk)  e--6&712 dk 
(21) 3 	pc, (k) 
(45) 
where IpT (k)I < I . 
Aviles makes the approximation C(r 12) = Cchain (r12) and uses the 
same single parameter wave function 0(r12) of equation (29) for the 
hard sphere interaction. Retaining only terms of lowest order in the 
parameter c , Aviles finds for 




rr a -- an 
1+ E 	t I 	y / 
    
The e which minimizes this expression is e = 1/.4 up a3 . Thus, the 
minias1 	is 
_ 	.152 r _I. 1'3 
N P
a 	
L 9 p a3 ) i ] 
Iwamoto also obtained this result (12). Comparison with the exact result 
of Lee, Huang, and Yang for the first two terms 




reveals that the coefficient of the term ( ptIP) in equation (47) is 
larger, namely 4.824... compared with 4.814.... This leads Aviles to 
conclude 
"The closeness of the two solutions shows that the trial function 
0(r11) = n \b(rii) with *(rii ) given by equation (29) provides a rather 
accurate description of the low density behavior of the hard sphere boson 
system in the ground state" (25). When making such a comparison with 
the exact results of Lee, Huang, and Yang (26), it is important and 
instructive to review those facts and features which made their calcula-
tion possible. 
Basic Approximation.--The crucial point In treating the system of Bose 
particles with repulsive interactions is that one expects a finite frac-
tion of particles in the free particle ground state, even with the inter-
actions turned on. This allows an essential simplification in treating 
the off-diagonal matrix elements of the two body interaction V(r ij ) between 
plane wave states expressed in terms of the occupation number representa-
tion. These matrix elements describe transitions in which two particles 
of moments k and k collide and go into states k and k with k + —a 	-p 	 -v 	a 
tv-p k. , 	 Its value is 
r 
0 	L
na 	(n, + 1)(nv + 1)] (48) 
where the n's are occupation numbers, Q is the containing volume, and 
= jrNr(r) ei(la 	IS44.-11 dn. The largest contribution comes when 
two of the four momenta involved are zero, the matrix element being pro-
portional to no/i2 no is the number of particles in the free particle 
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ground state, and no",0 N, the total number of particles. If only one 
momentum is zero, the matrix element is smaller than this by a factor of 
order N.4/2 and if none of the four moments are zero, the matrix ele-
ment is smaller than this by a factor N-1 . Thus it is a good approxima-
tion to consider only the off diagonal elements of the interaction matrix 
giving the largest contribution, i.e., excitation and de-excitation of 
pairs of particles with equal and opposite moments. It was this approxi-
mation which enabled an exact calculation of the energy eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of the reduced Hamiltonian for hard spheres. 
The equivalent approximation in configuration space will now be made. 
The ground state wave function is written in the form of equation ( 2) 
0 = 	II 	igri4)= 	11 	+ f( 
i<j=1 i<j=1 
(49) 
where the product is over all pairs and the pair function f(r ) = f(r. 
ij 	
0i) 
is to be determined by variation of the expectation value of the Hamil-
tonian, 
P.* 0 de <H> = f [- 
N 
t-7 4. 	wrii) 	drN 	( 50) 
v 
i<j=1 
where (UN = dri dr2...drN. If the interaction V(r ij ) were absent, fi:rii ) 
would be zero, and (H) = 0, with all N particles in the free particle 










 - - 
o(ri-r4) 
a -4 . dk S2 
(27) 
(51) 
shows that the momenta of the pair (i,j) are equal and opposite. The 
expanded product for 0 yields 
   
f(rii ) +E E f(rii ) f(rkz)+ 	 (52) 
i< j k< 
= I + 
  
   
The terms in this expansion refer successively to all particles in the 
ground state, excitation of single pairs, and, in keeping with the cru-
cial approximation, the succeeding terms should represent multiple exci-
tation of pairs, each pair having equal and opposite moments. This will 
not be true, however, unless in equation (41 all terms with any index 
repeated are omitted. The Fourier transform of a term with one repeated 
index, such as f(r12) f(r23) shows that this term refers to excitation 
of three particles with k 1 +k2 + k3 = 0 (27). Since this corresponds 
to the neglected class of off diagonal elements of the interaction matrix, 
these terms must be omitted, and the ground state wave function taken as 




the prime denoting omission of all repeated indices. 
As this discussion indicates, the cluster integral calculations pre-
viously made are not directly comparable to the perturbation theory cal-
culations simply because the class of ring integrals which were taken as 
contributing to the ground state energy do not correspond to the pair 
approximation of perturbation theory. Not imposing the constraints of 
non-repeated indices in the ground state wave function, causes these pre-
vious calculations to include (but only partially) excitations of three 
24 
and more particles in addition to pair excitations. The net effect is 
to give an approximate expression for the ground state energy which is 
not ordered in the same sense as the perturbation theory calculations, 
and hence, not directly comparable. 
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CHAPTER III 
CLUSTER EXPANSIONS AND THE GROUND STATE OF BOSONS 
WITH REPULSIVE INTERACTIONS: PAIR EXCITATION APPROXIMATION 
The important approximation which allowed an exact perturbation theory 
calculation in the pair approximation will be used in this chapter to show 
that the cluster expansion formalism can be handled so that it is com-
pletely equivalent to the perturbation theory treatments. 
Preliminary to its application in the general cluster formalism, the 
major contribution to the ground state energy, from single pair excitations 
will be evaluated by direct methods.* This treatment is formally similar 
to the direct evaluation of the second virial coefficient for imperfect 
gases (29). It has the advantage of showing the connection with the per-
turbation theory method at an early stage, before the full formalism of 
the cluster development is introduced. From this, one can already see 
how the cluster expansions must be handled to count only contributions 
from pair excitations. 
Direct Evaluation of the Ground State Energy: Single Pair Excitations. --To 
evaluate <H> by direct methods, those terms representing the excitation 
anckde-excitation of one pair, and the interaction of an excited pair with 
the medium formed by the unexcited particles will be counted. As shown 
by Brueckner and &wads (30), these terms give the major contribution to 
the ground state energy, the higher order terms describing simultaneous 










N-2n) !n! N' 
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excitation of many pairs contributing only about 4% to the energy. The 
contribution of these latter terms will be included in the later discus-
sions of this chapter. 
First consider the normalization integral IN, 
IN= f
41)*'"EN' 	 (54) 
Since the pair function f(rij ) has no zero momentum components the inte-
gral jir(r)d.;is zero. Then the normalization integral is 
TN= N+,g2 11-1 	
ff2(rid dsiii. g2 S=2 -5-, Eff2(rid  1 k<1 
(55) 
ff2(rkt) 	+ 
The terms in this series in increasing powers of jrf 2(r)dr refer successively 
to no pairs excited, one pair excited, two pairs excited, etc. The nth 
term is a sum over,products of n pairs with the number of terms in the sum 
equal to 
where p is the density, and 
x = ff2(r) dr 






= c) N 1,/1 +8x - 1  
IN 	4.x 	exp [13-- (1+ 	- 	+ 8x) 	(59) 
For x' <<1, this reduces to 
I= O N eNx 
N 	 (60) 
The indicated exponential dependence of the normalization integral will 
be cancelled by a similar factor in the kinetic and potential energy 
integrals. Thus the energy expectation value for the N particle system 
will be proportional to N (as of course it must). 
,Next consider the kinetic energy integral IT, 
IT = 	4)* C73  2 del 	 (61) 
With the ground state wave function given by equation (53), this becomes 
- -— - -Nh
2 
IT 
	ir f(rij)91f(rii )drN+ 	Eff(rii )f(ritt) 
i 	 i«k<t 
D j! f ( ri j ) f ( ric t) 421 + .. .} = :41si.. f f(r)N 2f(r)dr I 2 C(n) Q N-11 
mu2 r 
[ff2mddn-1 	 (62) 
where C(n) is the number of ways of writing the product of n functions 
f(rst) such that no index appears twice and index number 1 Appears once, 
C(n) 	 (N-1)!  
(N-2n)! (n-1): 211-1 
Terms containing fV2 f(r)dr are zero, since f(r) has no zero-momentum 
components, and therefore do not appear in equation (62). Then the 
kinetic energy integral is 
2 






(N-2n): (n-1): Nn 
For large N and small x, the sum goes like eNx, but dividing by the nor-
malization integral gives a kinetic energy proportional to the total 
number of particles. 
IT 	2 	 N/2 
<T> = --iiLlf(r)V
2 
f(r)dri:- log 	N: xn  
IN 	 ax 	n=o (N-2n)ln: Nn 
,2 
P ff(r) V2 f(r)dr. 
The integral for the potential energy is 
f v( r odrN I
v =  	12 2 
In its evaluation the following types of contributions to the energy are 
encountered. First there is the integral jrV(r12) 41 42. This repre-
sents interaction between the unexcited pair (i,2) and is represented 
graphically in figure 3(a) . Next is the integral p(r12)f(r12)dri dr2, 
represented by (b) in Figure 3. This term refers to excitation and de-
excitation of the pair (1,2) from or to the free particle ground state. 
In Figure 3(c) is shown the diagram for the integral jle(r12)V(r12) f(r12)41.A!' 
representing the interaction between the excited pair (1,2). This term can 
be neglected since one can show that in the final result, it contributes 
to the energy in a higher order. Figure 3(d) represents the integral 
jrf(rii)V(r1) f(r2j )dri dr2 dEj . This describes interaction of an excited 
pair (say 1,j) with one particle, 2, in the "medium" of unexcited particles, 
resulting in de-excitation of 1 and excitation of 2 into the pair (24). 
(65)  
(66)  
V12 	 V12 	 V12 1 	 2 	1 	 2 	1 	 2 
0 0 0 0 )C) 
V12 









Figure 3. Graphs Representing Successive Contributions to the Ground State Ehergy 
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In the subsequent variation of <H> with respect to f(r id, this term pro-
vides an effective potential due to interaction of a pair through the medium 
of unexcited particles. In Figure 3(e) to (h) are represented terms which 
will be neglected in this direct calculation, but included in the general 
ring cluster integral method in the next section. The first of these 
represents the contribution to the energy from the transition from one 
excited pair to two excited pairs. The next represents the interaction 
of the two excited pairs with the medium. Figure 3(g) represents the 
excitation from two to three pairs, etc. The evaluation of<V>, the ex-
pectation value of the potential energy from the terms indicated above is 
straightforward. Details are given in Appendix A. The result is 
Np2 <V> = 	- 4.N
P 
 JCV(r)f(r)dr 4- Np2P(rOV(r)f(Irte1)4X dr' 	(67) 
where g=fV(r)dr. Supposing V(r) is of short range, one can approximate 
the last integral representing interaction of excited pairs with the medium, 
ff(r9 V(r)f(Ir+r'1)dr 	= gif2(r)dr_ 	 '(68) 
For the total energy, the expectation value is 
<H>= 	- 	f f(r)(72f(r)dr+NpfV(r)f(r)dr+Np 2gff2(r)dx (69) 
Variation with respect to f(r) yields 
--2—m V + Pgr = 




<H) o/46, + 	fV(r) f(r)dr. 	 (71) 
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These results may be applied to the case of hard spheres if one utilizes 
the concept of the pseudopotential, introduced, in this connection by Lee, 
Huang, and Yang (32), and discussed in Appendix D. Here it is essential, 
in order to remove spurious infinities, to use the correct pseudopotential, 
V(r) = g b(r) 	(r), 	
411.840 
g  
where a is the hard sphere diameter. Actually, one can use the form 
V(r) = g 6 (0, and switch to the correct form given in equation (72) at 
the end of the calculation. Then the solution of equation(A)is given by 
f(r) = - 	exp 	 - 	 ( 7 3 ) 
and the ground state energy, from equation (71) is 
o 
= <H> = 2nNpah2 [1+ 84 -r (p a3) 1 
	
( 7 4 ) 
This is the same result that follows from perturbation theory if only the 
excitation of single pairs is counted (33 ). The multiple pair excitations 
so far neglected will be included in the following section in which the 




= 	 + 1--- ( p a3 ) 5 orr 
(75 ) 
This is the result previously obtained from perturbation theory ( 34 ), 
(35). Comparison of equation (22) with equation (21) confirms the remark, 
made earlier in this section, that the single pair excitations make a 
contribution of 96% to the coefficient of the second term in the asymp-
totic expansion of the ground state energy. 
(7 2) 
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The Fourier transform of f(r), which from equation (51) is given by 
y(k) = f f(r) e -11C•E dr =4 	-lerr  
k2 +8u a p 
(7 6) 
is the probability amplitude for an excited pair of momentum k and -k, and 
through the factor &rap in the , denominator, includes the interaction of 
the single excited pair with the medium. 
Multiple Pair Excitations.- -The aim now is to evaluate the ground state 
energy by variation of (H), the expectation value for the Hamiltonian of 
the Bose system of N inter -Aing particles, given by equation (1 ) 
2 N N 
I 
Vi2+ 
1=1 <H> — i<j=1 
J 
0* 0 drN 
where drN = dri ...drN„ V(rii ) is the two-body potential energy and the 
ground state wave function 0 will be written in the form of equation (53), 
0 = 	 + f(riA . i<j=1 
This form for 0 was discussed in the last chapter. Also in the last 
chapter, 0 was written as a product of pair functions with no constraint, 
0 = II 	+ f(riA = 	R 	Ip(rij ) 
i<j=1 14,1=1 
(77) 
and the cluster integrals were introduced by first reducing the multi-dimen-
sional integral in equation ( 1) to an integration over the relative dis-
tance between any pair of particles, say particles 1 and 2. This gives, 
for the expectation value of the energy per particle, equation (16) 
34 




-Ea 	L 11.123 V2 *(r12)] C(r12) 
1 
2 *(r12) V't ( r12) * VC( r12) 
- 	V(ri ) 2(r12) C(r 2) ar12 
where the function C(r12) 9 defined by 
C(r12) _  7(1471) 	J i<j=1  
P 	(r12) r N 	2 
J 	 (r - 3 dr ...dr 
r N 
i =1 ij —1 	—N 
11)2(rij ) dr3 ...drx 	
(78) 
is related to the pair distribution function n 2(r12) by 
132 2(r12) C(r12) = n2(r12) • 
As indicated in Chapter II, the function C(r 12) can be expressed in a 
formal cluster expansion in powers of the density 







ij) 4r3-4rn+2 % 	n! j 
h(rid 4) 2(rid - 1 = 2f(r4j ) t f2(ri1 ) 
and the integrand ri d indicates the sum of all connected 
products for which each particle of the set n is connected to particles 
one and two by an independent path. Now the potential energy contribu-
tion to <H> is given by 
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r v( 	2( 
N 	2 j 	r12/ r12) C(r12) 4E12 • 	
(80) 
 
As the discussion of Chapter II indicates, the evaluation of the integrals 
in equation (79) corresponding to clusters of considerable numbers of 
particles becomes prohibitively difficult without the restriction of 
non-repeated indices on the ground state wave function. However, the 
non-repeated indices requirement on the wave function uniquely selects 
out of this original set of cluster integrals a simple subset of so-
called ring integrals. To show this, first denote by Cv(r12) the C func-
tion for the potential energy part of <H> modified by the hypothesis 
of non-repeated indices. Since (r id = 1 + f(rii ) 'equation (80) can 
be written in the form 
= 2 1+(r12) Cvl(r12)+ 2V(r12) f(r12) `372(r12) 
	
(81) 
V(r12) f2(r12) Cv3(r12)} 4E12 
Examine first the formal cluster expansion of Cvi(x12): 
00 
;1 (1'12) = 1 + 
 
Pn r tr `-211% 12, (82) 
where 
fll(r12)= n f 	nh(rii) dr.3•••dr-n+2 
(1) 
	 (83) 




) indicates the sum of all connected pro- 
ducts for which eawh particle of the set n is connected to particles one 
and two by an independent path and only those connected products are 
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allowed which are consistent with the assumption of non-repeated indices 
in 0. As a first consequence of the latter, only ring connected products 
are allowed. Those connected products with internal connections are not 
involved. For example a ring product such as illustrated in Figure 
is allowed, whereas a product with an internal connection (such as is 
illustrated in Figure 4(a) would imply the existence of repeated indices 
in 0. Furthermore it should be noted that the f 2(fij ) term in h(rij ) is 
eliminated by the assumption of non-repeated indices. In the cluster 
expansion where repeated indices are allowed, the factor 2f(rii ) in 
equation (79) for 11(1°0 indicates that there are two places in any 
- cluster from which each f(rij ) may come, i.e., from 0 or . 0 . In the 
case of non-repeated indices, this particular degeneracy is not present. 
For example, a ring of order n= 3 contains the product f(r 13)f( 34)f(r45) 
f(52)V(r12)* The pair functions f(r 13 ) and 112.45) may come from 414 while 
f(r34) and f(r52) must then come from 0*. Thus, 
ca (r12) = 4 ,12:: grid dr3 ...41142 	(84) 
All the connected ring products illustrated in Figure 5 are allowed, 
but except for those in the first row they may be shown to contribute in 
the final result to a higher order. As a result, only those connected 
products illustrated in the first row of Figure 5 are included in the 
present calculation. All the connected products in Figure 5 are con-
tained in the complete Hamiltonian for pair excitations which is treated 
in the next section. It should further be remembered that the connecting 
link between particles i and j in the connected products is now f(rij ) 








a 	 b 
Figure a Certain Connected Products 
(a) A typical ring connected product (b) A connected product 












Figure 5. Graphs Representing the Contributions to <Y> from the Terms V(r12) Cvl(r12) 
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To evaluate 	ni(r12), note that permuting the n particles produces 
n! similar configurations, while there are also two w*ys of drawing the 
















rif(rii ) = 2(n!) f(r13) f(r34)...f(rw1 
and 
1.11 (r12) = 2 f f(r13) f(r34). "f(rn+2,2) 
 Introduce y(k)„ the Fourier transform 
Y(k) = f f(r) eit s.r dr 
Then the function 	cal (r12) becomes 
	




Cvl (r12) 	1 + 	2 	57-%ji „ -= P wad 
Interchanging the order of summation and integration, if I py(k)k 1, 
one has 
f_iaL eil"r12 dk 
Cvl (1.12) = 1 + 
(27) J 1- py(k) 
(90)  
Next consider the second term in <V>iN given in equation (81), i.e., 
V(r ,) 2f(r12)Cv2(r12) 	 (91) 
Note that Cy2 may also be expanded in a cluster expansion, 
where 
40 




112( r12) = J E nf(r ) 
(2) 
° .dr —n+2 (93) 
in accordance with the previous remarks in disssing the expansion of 
Cvl(r12) . As before, the integrand 
	
Nf(rij ) indicates the sum of all 
connected products for wtich each particle of the set n is connected to 
particles one and two by an independent path and only those connected 
products are allowed which are consistent with the assumption of non- 
repeated indices in 0 . In this case, terms of the form V(r 12) (2f(r22))11Ard 
are under consideration. Evaluation of 	Ef(rij) will be made for the 
cases of n odd and even. Consider the example for n odd i.e., h 
illustrated in Figure 6(a) . If f(r12) came from 0 , then the hypotheses 
of non-repe ted indices requires f(r13) and f(r52) to come from 0 *. But 
this woulZ imply that both f(r34) and f(r45) must come from 0 , which con-
tradicts the assumption. Hence 
= 
	
for n odd 	 (94) 
For those connected ring products for which n is even, terms of the type 
V(r12) 2f(r12) Ilf(rii ) are to be examined under the hypothesis of non-
repeated. indices. Noting the example illustrated in Figure 6(b) for 
n = 4, one observes that if f(r 12) came from 0 then f(r13 ) and f(r62) must 
come from 0
* 
f(r34), f(r56) must come from 0 and f(r45 ) must coke 












Figure 6, Graphs Representing the Successive Contributions to 0> from the 




	This is the significame of the factor two in the term 
V(1.12) [2f(r12)1 Ilf(rii ), i.e. 
there are two ways of drawing the configuration, from 0 and from 0 *. 
In addition, permuting the n particles produces no similar configurations. 
Hence 
( 2
) ilf(rii ) = n2 f(r13)... - n+22) for n even 
	(95) 
This gives the result for 
112(r12) — 
and, if I p2 y2 0 < 1 9 
r 0), 
0 	 n odd 
(96) 
1 	rry(ki] 1141 eik°1:12 dk n even (20 3 
 




,It) 	eik".112 dk 	(97) 
(203 	
_p ye(k) 
The last term in <V> /N is 
V(r12) f2(r12) C3(r12) ° 
	 (98) 
The hypothesis of non-repeated indices requires that C v3 (r12) = 1. This 
means that products which connect particles one and two are impossible, 
inasmuch as one f(r12) in equation (98) must come from 0 and the other 
from 0*. In the present calculation, both this term and the second 
term in equation (97) are dropped, since they may both be shown to con-
tribute to a higher order in the fina1 result for the energy. Together 
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with the diagrams in Figure 5 -which were omitted earlier, they will be 
included in the calculations of the next section. Combining the above 
regalts yields the expectation value for the potential energy per par-
ticle as 
<v> 
-Tr. 2 fli(r32) 1+(r12- 11+ 	 i2(k) 
 
3 
(2n) 	p y(k) 
12 (99) 
The first term in the integral on the right s 	of equation (99) represents 
the interaction between unexcited particles one and two and is shown graph-
ically by the first term in the first row of Figure 5. . The next term 
refers to the excitation and de-excitation of the pair (1,2) from and to 
the free particle ground. state. The third and last term represents the 
sum of all contributions depicted by the remaining graphs shown in the 
first row of Figure 5  corresponding to multiple pair excitations and 
their interaction with the unexcited psrtitles. The inclusion of only 
the integral obtained, from the first term in the series for this sum s 
i.e., single pair excitations and their interaction with the ground state 
was made in the direct calculation, in the first section of this chapter. 
The diagrams contributing to equation (99) for <V> /N are shown in 
Figure 7. 
Now for non-repeated indices the expectation value for the kinetic 
energy per particle is from equation (15)9 
0 
V12 	 V12 
	 V12 
	 V12 
Figure 7. Cluster Diagrams Contributing to Equation (99) for <tyN 
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It is important to notice the absence of a term V  f•' C. Such a term 
arises from products such as Vi [f(r12) f(r13) f(rh.5 )3 
Dl • 	(/-3.3 ) f(rii.5)Vff(r12) + f(r12) f(rii.5) Vif(rii)] 
	
( oo ) 
= [v1 f(r12)] f(r13) f(r14.5 	f(r12) f(r45)qr(r13) 
+21.(r45) Vlf(r12) 	(r13 ) 
But such products are missing in 0 due to non-repeated indices. 
In a similar manner to the treatment of <V> /N, a cluster expansion 
may be made of CTi(r12) of the form 
 




ni - (r12) = 1 	nf(rid 4E3".Ea+2 
(Ti ) 
)102) 
Consider 	Ef(rij ), and do so first for those connected products for 
(T1) 
which n is odd. The example n = 3 is shown in Figure 8 . For C71 terms 
of the form \7 2 f(r12) llf(rij) are involved. Since f(r12) comes from 0 1 
 then f(r13) and f(r52) in the illustrated example, must come from 0 41. 
Thus f(r3 ) and f(1.45 must come from 0.which contradicts the assumption 
of non-repeated indices. In general, the conclusion is that 
nf(r 
ij




Figure 8. Graphs Representing Contributions to the Kinetic Energy 
from the term V 2 
f(r12) Cri(r12)° (a) 
A term with odd n, 
(n 3) which vanishes for the non-repeated indices. (b) A 
term with even n (nr.11.) which gives a non-vanishing contribution. 
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Next 	nf(rij
) is examined for those connected products for which n is 
even. The example n = 1. is shown in Figure 8(›). This example is the term 
V2f(r12) Er(r13) f(r3 ) f(r45) f(r56) f(r62)] . Since f(r12) comes from 
0, then f(ri3) and f(r62) must come from 0*, f(r34) and f(r56) must come 
from 0, and f(r45) must come from 0411., all required by the hypothesis of 
non-repeated indices. There is only one way of drawing the configuration 
for Vf(r12) nf(rii ) from 0 and 0* since f(r12) must come from 0 . Per-
muting the n particles does produce no similar configurations. The general 
conclusion is 
lif(rij ) = no f(r13) f(r3 ) 	f(rn+292) for n even. 	(104) 
Zl • 
This gives the result for the function 




0 	 flock]. 
( 106) 
1 rr 	ik.r 
(2 )
----7TJ Ly(k 	e —14 dk, n even 
Performing the sum over n, after interchanging the order of integration 
and summation, leads to the result 
2 
CT1 (r12) = 1 t 	f
'1'12 dk, 
(20 3 	'sr(k) 
(107) 
n1 (r12)= 
if I p 2 T 21 < 




Ilf(rii). In this case terms of the form 
 
   
(T2) 
f(r12)V2f(r12) Ilf(rij) are involved. As the assumption of non-repeated 
indices requires one f(r12) to come from 0 while the other must come from 
0 *, it also implies there are no additional connections in the product. 
Hence 
= 0 	and 	CT (r12)(r  = 1 . 
(T2) 
With the results of equation (107) for Cr. (1'12) and equation (108) for 
CT2(r12), the expectation value for the kinetic energy may finally be 
written as 
<T> - 	
2  r v2  f(r 12) 	+ fi r  N - 2m j 121 
f
3 





The expectation value for the energy per particle in the present approxi-
mation is then obtained by adding equation (99) and equation (XY). 
To make connection with the results from the perturbation theory 
calculation for hard spheres, the paeudopotential shown by Lee, Huang, and 
Yang (36) to be applicable to this interaction at the low densities con-
sidered here is now used for V(r). As pointed out in the last chapter, 
they have shown that it is essential, in order to remove spurious infini-
ties, to use the correct pseudppotential, 
V(r) = g 	 (r 	
g 
 - 
	 tiTT a 2 (no) 
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where a is the hard sphere diameter. Actually, one can use the form 
V(r) = g b(r), and switch to the correct form given in equation (110) at 
the end of the calculation. In addition, the expression for <H> is 
considerably simplified by transforming the pair function f(r 12) to momen-
tum space. As shown in Appendix B, the result is 
<H> 	112 gi 	1 f k2 r2 + gl 	Pg1 Y 
N = 2 + 27) 3 1- p 2 y 2 
2 
(in ) 
where gl = 87a. Varying <H> /N with respect to y(k) yields the Euler 
equation: 
g1 p 2 12 + 2(g1 p+yka) . "P" 
 gl - 0 
( 1 - P 2 1 2) 2 
Its solution for y(k) is 
( 
k2 	u  / 	2 
py( k) = - l+ — + -='- k + 2 pgi 
 Pgi Pgi 
(112)  
(113)  
where the + sign is chosen in front of the radical to satisfy the condi-
tion that I P1(k) I < 1. Substituting for 1(k) in equation (111) one obtains 
<H>. 2Trat2p [1 + Lim 	r f y(k)	ei-k•-r dk N 	m 	 o al° 
Evaluating the integral yields the result 
(114)  
E = <ro = 27N pet2 [1 + 128 ( p ay.] 
154/7 
(115)  
which is the result previously obtained from perturbation theory (37), (30. 
Using the solution for y(k) from equation (113), the neglected terms in the 
50 
development for the potential energy are easily shown to contribute to the 
energy in the order p 24 and hence in a higher approximation. Calcula-
tions of other ground state characteristics such as the depletion factor 
are also in agreement. 
Comklete MUltiRle Pair Excitations. --In order to calculate the complete 




)) 	 (116) 
and the cluster expansion approach, those diagrams which are consistent 
with this wave function and were omitted from the expectation value of 
the potential energy per particle, <V) IN, in the cluster expansions 
of the last section must now be calculated and their contributions in- 
cluded. Those diagrams which were included in the last section are shown 
in Figure 7 and their contribution to <OM is given by equation (99). 
The omitted diagrams will be discussed and their contribution will 
be calculated in this section. The expectation value of the kinetic energy 
per particle, <T> /N was calculated for the wave function of equation (116) 
in the last section, using cluster expansions. From equation (llc 
E f 7 2 --LE- 	f(r12) 1 f(r32Y 
P 	T 3  (k)  
(27) 3 /1 p2 y2(k) 
e 	„ IA 12  
or, with f(r12) transformed to momentum space by 
(117) 
(118) 
one has, from Appendix B, equations ( 216)- (218 ) that 
<T) ,.... ..a_ 	1 r ( 2 2 	y2pk2 T4 )dal 
N 	2m (
20 3 J k 
y + 
1 - p 2 y2 
= ILL 1 r  k22 
2m (2u) J 1 - p 2'y 
Indicating by P2] 1 / 	
<Vff> 	 am; that part of I determined by those diagraN  
in the cluster expansions which were counted in the last section,one has 
from equation (99) 
ig2j 
	
2jq-V(r12) 2V(r12) f(r12) 1 
2V(r12) 	p2r   eik.E12 qt} 432 (2)3 J 1 - PY 




3 /NO) eik.r  - -12 dk 
	
(120) 




) 	Pv(0) 	1 
3 
pv(k) y(k) 
2 -/ (27) ji 1 
(121) 
.I. p2 v(k) y2(k) 	
1 
 ... 
1- py(k) (4 
= _Ly1.21 + 1 	r p v(k) 	X(10 	dk 2 	(2143 J 	1 - py(k) 
The part of ..,. which is determined by those diagrams which were 
[ 






correspond to interactions between excited pairs. They arise from the 
cluster expansions of the functions C vl(r12)„ Cv2 (1.12) and Cv3 (1.12) in 
equation (81). To calculate the contribution of the previously omitted 
diagrams, the cluster expansions of the Cv functions will now be examined. 
Consider first the term in -2, involving Cv3(r12), 
	
j(V(r12) f2(r12) Cv3(r12) 41.12 
	 (122) 
From the discussion of equation (98), C v3 1. Hence equation ( 12 ) 1 after 
f(ri2) and V(r12) have been transformed to momentum space in accordance 
with equation (118) and equation (12c) 
.br(r12) f2(r12) 41'12 =f ) 	Jr y(k) -111112 dk • 12 (2n. ) 3 
[ 1 jr y(10 ) eill a %E12 
dh! X12
( 2)3 
pk-k9 y(k') y(k)] dk'dk 
( 2r0 
For the purposes of the eventual summation, this contribution is entered 
diagrammetrically In the first row add-first column of Figure 9 . Next, 
consider the term in <-1(/ involving C (r12), i.e. 
v2 
jrV(r12) [2f(r12)] Cv2 (r12) 4E12 
	 (123) 
As determined in the last section, one has from equation (97) for the 
cluster expansion of C (r12) , v2 1  
2 
11 1+ 	 e 4:12 dk,IP2 Y2(k)1 4: 1 
(2n)3f 1 - 	y (10 
►2( r12 
(2 	 P




u) J  
n=1 
v(k-k 2 ) y(k°) 22, [p2 Ak')] by (k)  dk'dk 
n=1 
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With this expression for C 11.2(r12), equation (123) becomes 
jrif(r12) [2t(r12)] Cv2(1.12) 412 	
(124)12 
, 2f(ri2) p2 r 	 ,(3(k)  
f(ri 2vorcluyfircr i2) 	 12 (2 ) 3 	- P2 (k) eill•I'12dk dr  
The first term in the integral on the right was included in the last 
section and hence in [-W] 
, 
equation (99). The remainder of this 
N 1 
integral, after transformation of f(r12) and V(r12) to momentum space, is 
fv(k-k1 y(k9 




or, since v(k) = v (-k) 
dk 
(k) 
In the above, the geometric sum was reexpanded and k and k' relabeled, for 
the group of terms. Diagrammatically, these terms are entered in the 
remaining places of the first row and first column of Figure 9 . 
The term involving Cv1 (r12)  in V is 
JCV(r12) 
Cvl (r12) 4E12 
	 (125) 
From the cluster expansion of Cyl(r12), only those terms depicted in the 
first row of Figure 5 were included in [ --Y.- . The remaining terms to 
1 N  
be examined are shown in the other rows of this figure. They are con-
nected products for Which each particle of the set n is connected to 
1 2 
• • 	• 







Figure 9. Cluster Diagrams Included in Equation (143) 
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particles one and two by an independent path. This is in accordance with 
the defining prescription, which accompanied equation (79). These con-
nected products are of the "separable" type. The meaning of this will 
soon become clear. Consider now several typical ones of the connected 
products involved. First, for n = 2 
f f(r13 ) f(r32) f(r14) f(r42) dr3dr-h. • 	 (126) 
Permuting the two particles does not produce a new configuration, but 
there are two ways of drawing the configuration from 0 and 0*. Thus, 
equation (126) becomes 
ff(r13) f(r32) f(r1) f(r42) clE3cl/1. 	 (127) 
But the integral involved separates, so that one has 
[f(r13) f(r32) cl4 Lif(r14) f(r42)d ] 
	
(128) 
The connected product is thus separated into the product of the connected 
product for the particle above an imaginary line joining particles one 
and two and the connected product for the particle below. 
For n = 3, the hypothesis of non-repeated indices eliminates a con-
nected product such as illustrated in Figure 10(a). In general, there will 
be no connected products with an even number of particles above the imagi-
nary line and an odd number below it or vice-versa. This means that for 
n odd, there are no separable connected products. For n =4, there are 
two different types of the connected products remaining to be counted. 
56 
First, as illustrated in Figure 10(b), there is 
1f, 
f(r2e f(r65 ) f(r51)4E344 54E6 (129) j La - ' /-131 - ` r34/ 	42 
Permuting the four particles produces twelve new configurations. There are 
also two ways of drawing the configuration from 0 and 	As  As a result, 
equation (10) becomes 
12.2 
—1-7-1f(r3) f(r0 f(r) f(r26) f(r60 f(r ) dr dr dr dr 	(130) 
144 	
1	3 	2 	
) 	51 —3 —4 —5 —6 
This connected product separates into the product of the connected products 
for the two upper particles and the two lower ones, i.e. 
prf(r13) f(r311.) f(r42) 4E34E4] Lif(r15) f(r 56) f(r62)dr5dE6] 	(131) 
The remaining type of connected product for n = 4 is illustrated in 
Figure 10(c). This product is 
1 
TrjrE f(r13) f(r34) f(r45) f(r52) f(r26) f(r61) dr3drdr5dE6 	
(132) 
In this case, permuting the n = 4 particles produces no = 4a new configu-
rations. This is in contrast with the previous one where there was an 
equal number of particles both above and below the imaginary line. There 
are still two ways of drawing the configuration from 0 and 1*. In view 
of this, equation (134 becomes 
4 : 2 r„, 	4Pf 	f(r52) 401 	1 4.1 	1.4-. 
rl3' - ' 1.34 1 '` r52/ 	r26/ '' 1.61/ 3"='.=.5"ft6 
( 133) 







Figure 10. Certain Cluster Diagrams 
(a) Vanishes for Non-Repeated Indices, while (b) and (c) do not. 
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2pflf(r13) f(r34) f(r45) f(r52)dE3drAdr [f f ( 1.16) f(r62)c13.6] (134) 
It thus separates into the product of the connected. products for three 
particles above the line and one below, or vice-versa. 
Of course, the integrals into which the connected. products separate 
are of the faltun$ type discussed previously and hence, in terms of the 
transform y(k) of f(r) a typical one becomes 
= (r13) f(r34) f(r45) f(r52)dr3(114 dry (27)3 [I( 	e 
tivr 
The contribution of the connected. product illustrated in Figure 10(c) and 
separated in equation (131) to p is 
fV(r12) 	 [r(k)] 3 e-lk  0E12 dk} 	Er( k ' 3eill°121.2dk!} dry  (27)  
(135) 
4 
(27 f  v (k-k' ) )3 (k) y3(V) 	dk'dk 	 (136) ) 
Those connected products with an equal number of particles above and 
below the imaginary line joining particles one and two are entered along 
the diagonals in Figures 9 and 11. In particular, those connected products 
with an even number above the line and an equal even number below are 
entered in Figure 9, while those with an odd number above and an equal 
odd number below the line are entered in Figure 11. Those connected 
products with an unequal number of particles above and below the imaginary 
line are entered in the off-diagonal places in the diagrams of Figure 9 
and Figure 11. Since these connected products have a weight of two as 
or 
2 • • 
4 • • • 
• 	 • 
• • 	• 
• 	 o 	 • 
Figure 11. cluster Diagrams Included in Equation (147) 
11 v(c-10)y(k) y (k) + 1 P 
n=2„ 





compared with those on the diagonal, they vill be entered with a weight 
of one in both the ijth position and the symmetric jith position. If a 
connected product has an odd number of particles both above and below 
the imaginary line joining particles one and two, the numbers being 
unequal, it is entered in the appropriate off-diagcinal positions in 
Figure 11. If it has an even number of particles both above and below the 
imaginary line, the numbers being unequal, the connected product is 
entered in the appropriate off-diagonal positions in Figure 9 . By this 
procedure, all those connected products which are consistent with the 
hypothesis of non-repeated indices and were omitted in the last section 
are depicted with equal weight in either Figure 9 or Figure 11. 
With the aid of these diagrams, the contribution of those connected 
products may be summed. First consider Figure 9. Summing formally the 
contribution of the elements of the first row to <V> /N and transforming 
to momentum space, one has 
CO 
f v(r12) f(r12) r  12) P n ff(r13) "f(rn+2,2) 	(137)  
dr ...dr 	. dr 3 	—11+2 	—12 
_ 1 _ ----6 	Jr v(k-k°) y(k) Ick ? ) 	dk'•dk 
(20 P "rd( 11) 
Summing formally the second row of Figure 9, one has 






/ 2 2  
P 	(k) 
dit'odk (138) 
Similarly, the remaining rows when summed yield respectively, 
1 P 
	4 
---76 2 jr  v(k-10) 
py 5(k) 	jkg)  
(2r) 	 n 
 y 
2 2 g a colk 
P 	(k) 
6 7 	(0) 
1 	2- )1 v(k-k°) P 	(k) Y2 ---76 2  
( 2a ) m P 7-41 
1 	p Ji v(k_k2) dBy9 (k) 	y() k 2 y2 	Wedk (2u) 1 - P 	(k) 
(141)  
etc. 
Now, summing formally the contributions of the rows, i.e., adding equa-
tions (137), (138), (139), 	(141), etc. yields 
1 	2. 
= (17 2 f v(k-k ° 	




1 P y (k) 
(142)  
= --1—r 	fy(k-k°) 
1 	p (k) 	1 - 
Thus the contribution of the terms depicted in Figure 9 to q2 is 
2 
v k-k ° ) 	y(k 
( 2a y3 ) 3 1 - P 2 Y 200) 






A similar procedure may be applied to summing the contributions of the 
diagrams in Figure h e Formally summing the first row gives 
62 
L' 1 	jr v(k-klpy 2(k) 	PY2(kg)+ P3 Y4(k°) 2 ( 2-776 
+ 	5 6 ' P Y (k ) 	dk'dk 
Y 	'  
—6 2 
2 1 	f V (k—ku) p Y2 kk) „ cut tocui 
(21-r) 1 - p2^((1t) 
The second and succeeding rows yield 
3 4, __AV) 
2 
	
f v(k-v ) P I kk) 	2 77 2 j 	 dk'9dk 
1 - P Y (k g ) 
V(It'"k 	p5 y6(k) 	y
2OE  






When the results for the rows are formally summed (equations (141 2 (145) 2 (146) 2 
 etc.) one has for the contribution of the cluster diagrams of Figure 11 to 
2, 
.. k y ... 9 	dktdk (147) 




- P 2 12(k) 	– 
The sum of equation (143) and equation (147) yields [-Vid 2 , the previously 
omitted contributions to °V) ° It is N  
[Tf 	
1 
- rif fv(k-k°) 	2 	
dk, 
2 ( 277) 	 1- p y
2





J;(k-10 	13-Y (')  
1- p y2(k 	
2 2 
1 - p y 00 ) ) 
dk 








1 r  
2 J 






P./. ? 1 
1 
( 27) 3 
) 
(2,) 3 J 	1 P - 	̀ .1' 	°) (k 1 
( 1 49 ) 
dk 
+ -3 J.. 
(21-r) 
--1-7 )1 v(k-ke) 
(2 7.) -; - P Y2(k) cl-k- PY 
yik) 
1{ f [ 201112 k2 
(27) 3 
+ ji 	I1  (k) dk 
1 	p 








The sum of equations (119), (121), 0-0.9 and (147) is the complete 
Hamiltonian for pair excitations: 
() 	pv(o) 1 	 4. - 	 I- 	pv(k) 
2,r 33> - Pi 	 (210 3 





Alternately this may be written as 
H _ 
= PV(o) 4- - 	




1 	p 	-(k) 






1 - p 12(k) 
where 
I1  (k) = 	
1 f v(k-k`) 	
I 









1 p y 
(153) 
Varying Q..12 with respect to y (k) yields the Miler equation 
[)v(k) + (311(4 [1 +p2 2(k)]+ [ P 	k2 p v(k) + pI2(kd y(k) 
412  
Its solution is the following non-linear integral equation for y(k) 
il . 






le. Lo(k) + 12 (k)] + 2 p v(k) [12(k) 
.}
-Ii(k] + 4 (k) - If. (k) I. 
The sign of the square root was determined by the constraint, Ipyle4 I. 
Substituting the minimizing y(k) from equation (154) into equation 
(Pa) leads to the following minimal form of 42 2 
<> _ 1 	.0) 4 	-f v(k) 1(k)  dk 
(2) f P _ pvk 	 3 J  
2 







(k) PT(k) ÷ 312 (k) 	p 2 y2 (k) dk 
L 
In addition to the energy, other parameters describing the ground 
state, such as the pair correlation function D(r) and the form factor 
til(k), are of interest. D(r) is defined by 
(156 ) 
= 0 (154) 
P I (k) 






D(r) — 	2 
N(N21)  
ft' IV dr14 
fe0 dr3 ...AER 
For the wave function of equation ( 53 ) 
+ f(ridi 
i<J 
D(r) 	Cvi (r12) 4- 2f(r12) Cv2(r12) 	f2(r12) Cv3(r12) 	
(158) 
where the functions Gv i(r12):, 	r12))  s and Cv3 14  (r,,,,) are those defined 
earlier. Summing up the terms in the cluster expansions as before, yields 




(161) 1 	py 
2 
k) 	dk 
(203 f 1 - 	 Y(k) 
T3 (r) 
1 	r ikor e 	dk 
(2TT) 3 J 1 c-717v 
(162) 
For Y  (k) given by equation (113) of the last section said equivalent 
to that of Lee, Huang, and Yang (3 9) for the pseudopotential, the behavior 
of D(R) is 
D(r) = 1 ÷ 0 Cl/rill 	(r —0- ) 
	
(163) 
D(r) = (1 - air) 2 -a- 0( sire ) s, r ‹.< 	p gi) 2. ro = ( 8up 	1 (164)9 
or 
2 y r 	y(k9  py (2— 7) 	1 - P 2 Y2 (k9 S(k) = 1 + 
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[1 + J2 (o)]
2 
1 v +0( 1`.6. ) y 	(r 
(165) 
(160 a 11=0 
.7 2 p El py (0 ) j2 
From this latter equation, one may see that for the y(k) of equation 
(113), equation (163), is more accurately 
D(r) = 1 - 	1 	
1
+ 0 ( 	), (r 	00) 
	
(167) 
P 	4/8Trp a 
Another quantity descriptive of the ground state is the form factor 
s (k) 
-ikon 
S(k) . 1 + S[D(r) - 1 ] e 	dr (168) 
This particular quantity is of interest because it is accessible from 
experimental neutron and X-ray scattering measurements (40. Using equa-
tion (159) for D(r), one has 
S(k) = 1 +pIE2J3 (r) + J12 (r) + J22 (r)]e-WE dr 
	
(169) 










1 -p 	y(10) 




No 	1 	 (k 







÷ P  
(2. 3 I 	[., - p, y (10)] [1 - 	y (k-I0 
I 4 p2 i (V) y. (k-i0) dk 
= 1 + (170 ) 
Another quantity of interest is the number of particles in the ground 
state. As stated in the last chapter, the crucial point in treating the 
Bose particles with repulsive interactions is that one expects a finite 
fraction of particles in the free particle ground state, even with the 
interactions turned one This cflis to the interest in it. The fraction 
is N° = 1 -21LA2 No 	- 	1/1k 6 o or r = - . But Nk0 is defined by 
Nkoo 
--r- f Pnkoo d 	nk o by 
aa _ t2 fr'n 
N 	PAL 	IcAo lk  ( 17 1) 




1 	'2 1c) PY  
4.K34o 
- 




( 2rr) -' I 1 	p , 
(172) 
( 1 73) 
and the density of particles in the ground state , 
68 
r 	p2  '1(k)  
Po f: P 	(2rr) 3 	 (k) 
(175)  
The above results may be compared with those obtained by field-theo-
retic methods in momentum &pace using the pair excitation ansatz 




with AQj (k1.00k) representing the probability amplitude and as  and a4  have 
their usual meaning aa the creation and destruction operators for free 
bosons of momentum k. This 0 differs from the unperturbed free particle 
ground state s 0(0, by excitation of particles from zero momentum to 
only pairs of equal and opposite momentum. Using this ansatz (41), one obtains 
for the expectation value per particle of the Hamiltonian to be used in 
the variational approach, an expression which is equivalent to equation 
(175) with the exception that in one place, p is replaced Po, 
	
p = p 	1 	r 	p2(k) 	dk 
° 	(2ff )3 p 2 yor ) 
The resulting expression in the same notation as equation (151) is 
<14> _ 1 
N 	
7 py(o) 4. 
(2n33 






 ii° 2 , 	r [ p o v(k) 
1 - p y ( 2 ) 3 J 
t 	11(k)] 
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In their derivation ., the limiting processes N 	00 9 V 	00 , and 
N/V 	p a finite non-zero constant,, were m e and those terms yielding 
no contribution in these limits were neglected. This same procedure is 
implicit in the cluster expansion approach .d was mentioned earlier. 
Substitution of the minimizing solution y(k) into equation (178) leads 
to the following minimal form of m 
v() 
(©) 
 Po v , - 
N 	Pv 	 y(k) dk (179) 
0 2 Y2 jr [pIl(k) y(k) + 312(k) 
(2n)
3 
	2(1 p y ) 
'1(0 - 3E2(01 cul 
Some of the other previously calculated parameters of the ground state 
are in agreement with those obtained through field theoretic methods for 
the pair-excitation ansatz with the exception of the presence of p0 . 
Among these is the pair correlation function D(r), defined by 
leo dr dr D(r) 
f o* o drif 
and calculated using the wave function 0= /I° [i + f(rij ) ] and cluster 
i.j 
expansions in equation (15 49. Proceeding through momentum space, Lee, Huang, 
and Yang (42), and Girardeau and Arnowitt (43) obtain (in the same notes 
tion as equation (1,4 ) 
D(r) = 1 + 2 At J3(r)
3
 + Ji2(r) 4-17e(r) 
P  
(181) 
where Ji(E), J2(r) and J3 (r) were defined in equation (1151, equation (161) 
and equation (W?). 
If the form of D(r) 40 given in equation (159) is again considered, 
the following critici. -A , of D(r) by Girardeau and Arnowitt is important 
to note. 
"One can show that D(r) > 1 - 2( p o/ p ) 2. Hence it is only possible 
for D(r) to become small for small r (aa it must for the true ground 
state if there is a strong short-range repulsion) if p 0/p> 1/Nr2 
Furthermore, one sees that D(o)1> 0 for ( p o/ p) e. 1. We conclude that 
for interparticle interactions such 	the hard-sphere one, our we 
function and pair correlation function become physically unrealistic for 
small particle separations wiless (p 0/p )/,-) 1. This tendency of D(r) 
to increase as r -4 o seems to be a general defect of pair excitation 
states (in equation (164) D(r) becomes positively infinite e.. r -4 o,) and 
can probably only be corrected by going beyond the pair-excitation ansatz 
of equation (176) so as to take into account excitation of momentum-con-
serving groups of more than two particles." (44) 
One is well aware of this failing When proceeding in configuration 
space, since the wave function employed for pair excit tions 
0 = 11'4 4-f(rij) can vanish only approximately inside the core and i<j 
hence the pair correl tion function constructed from it cannot be expected 
to do better. 
If one is now interested in obtaining the asymptotic series for the 
ground state energy utilizing either equation (Y)) or equation (179) and 
their related equations, it is instructive to consider first the meaning 
of the pair-excitation states aa the eigenst tee of the system. For a 
dilute system with hard-sphere interaction, Lee, Huang, and Yang (45) have 
71 
shown that the eigenstAes are of the pair-excitation form. For a system 
in the limit of weak coupling ( v(k) -4 	Bogoliubov (4446) has shown 
that the eigenstates are again of- the pair-excitation form. With this in 
mind, one is led to consider either low density expansion or a weak 
coupling expansion of the ground state energy obtained from the pair exci-
tation states. To achieve the former, one may neglect the integrals I l(k), 
I2(k) and p -p o in <H> /N and-accompanying expressions. Use of the 
8 b 8112  
pseudopotentia]. 	2m 	(r) 84,„ (r 9 equivalent) to the hard sphere 
interaction at low densities, in these expressions leads to 





for the first two terms of the ground-state energy per particle in a low 
density expansion. The neglected terms may be shown to introduce an error 
% of order ( pa3 ) . This procedure is equivalent to that of the previous 
section and of Lee, Huang;, and Yang (47). It leads to the same results. 
To achieve the latter type of expansion s one may proceed by iter-
ating the variational integral equations. Since py(k) approaches the 
Bogaliubov solution 
h2 ,2 






in the limit of weak coupling ( s(k) 	o ), equ tion (183) may be used 
as the first iterate, py o (k). If y (k) in equation (1m) for-ir<11) 
 replaced by 10 (k), an error of order x7/2 is caused in 4 (48) 	is 
the dimensionless coupling constant d a is the range of the 
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interaction. The final expansion for the ground state energy per particle s, 
correct to third order in the coupling constant (48) is 
1 	 1 	1 pv( 0) 
(2 1t1 
8 	3/2 5/2 
p 	v 	(0) 	(184) 
157 - 
, 4 	r dk'dk 
co 
1 	Jim 	 4. 2- 0 	3 3/2 7/2.) 
(2rr) 3  
8 7442 6(7)0 Using the pseadopotential v(r) = 	 (r, for the dilutear 
strongly-coupled hard-sphere system in the weak-coupling expansion leads 
to the_following for the first two terms of the ground-state energy per 
particle 
2g,1 + 	p .3
) 1/1 
15 .v7r- 
This is the same result as obtained previously. It is not too surprising 
since the weak coupling expansion was based upon iteration of the vari-
ational integral equstion„ commencing with the Bogsliubov function. The 
solution of the vari tional equation in low density Approach is the 
rr ate Bogaliubov function for the potential v(k) = a _ , i.e. the pseudo- 
potential. The weak-coupling Approach thus serves as a verification and 
justification of the previous Approach 
Cluster Expansion Diagram and Perturbation Diagrams.--One of the important 
features of the use of perturbation theory th t hsa allowed so much prog-
ress to be made is the ability to sum certain selected classes of pertur-
bation diagrams from various orders. These perturbation diagrams represent 
pictorially terms in the perturbation expansion for the energy, i.e., they 
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represent diagrammatically certain matrix elements. They are not Feynman 
diagrams as they are to be read in the upward time sense. Excited particles 
are represented by solid lines and the unexcited. particles by dashed. lines. 
The vertices are momentum conserving. As an example, the diagram in Figure 
12(a), represents the interaction between the unexcited particles one 
and two. In Figure 12(b), the two unexcited particles one and two interact 
and are excited into a pair with momentum k and -k respectively. 
(Remember momentum conservation t the vertices.) Subsequent interaction 
deexcites them back into the ground state. In Figure 12(c), the unexcited 
particles one and two are excited into a pair state of momentum k' and 
-k'. From this intermediate state they interact to go to the excited 
state of momentum k and -k from which they pass back to the ground state. 
In Figure 12(d), the two particles two and three are excited to states 
with momentum -k and k respectively. Particle three interacts with 
the unexcited particle one, exciting one to have momentum k, three 
being deexcited to the ground state of unexcited particles. One and two 
then return to the ground state. This indicates the nature of the inter-
pretation of these diagrams. Figure 12(a) contributes to the first order 
of the perturbation energy. Figure 12(b) contributes to the second order 
and Figure 12(a) and 12(c)to the third order. The number of vertices indi-
cates the order. 
Typical cluster expansion diagrams of the type used in this chapter 
are illustrated in Figure 13. The link between particles i and j in con-
figuration space is f(rij) or
(2 1 
 f r(k) dk . Connection 
Tr) 
between these diagrams and the perturbation diagrams may be made as fol-
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Figure 12, Typical Perturbation Diagrams 
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interaction strength g, i.e. 
f(rij ) = gfi(rij ) 
	
(185) 
Alternately the Fourier transform of f(rij
) may be so expanded, i.e. 
1(k) = Yo 6kyo 	yl(k)g + 12(k) g
2 	 (186) 
where
kic) 
is a Kronecker-type b. Such an expansion may be made of 
the solution for (k) of equation (155). It should be noted that some 
of the coefficients in this expansion may vanish. Then the cluster dia-
gram'of Figure 13(a) represents the interaction between the unexcited 
particles one and two). This is also represented by the perturbation dia-
gram of. Figure 13(a)% The cluster diagram of Figure 13(b) for 2V(r12)f(r12) 
represents the processes shown diagrumm tically in Figure 13(0' by the 
series of perturbation diagrams, i.e. excitation of the pair one and two 
and de-excitation back to the ground state plus the iterates of this 
process caused by the succeeding terms in the expansion of equation OA 
for f(r"). The cluster diagr of Figure 13(c) for V(ri2) f2(r12) ex-
pands into the perturbation diagrams in momentum spice shown in Figure 13 
( c) . The sum of the two particle cluster diagrams V(1, 12), 2V(r12) f(r12), 
and V(r12) f2(r12)  is equivalent to the properly weighted sum of the per-
turbation diagrams for single pair excitations. These are illustrated in 
Figure 14. Retention of only these two-particle cluster diagrams leads 
to a reduced Hamiltonian 
<H>N = pf [12 1 6,1 12 ; 2] dr 	
(187) 
The solution of its Euler equation 
1 0  0 2 
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Figure 14. Single Pair Ekcitations 
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2 
—21 V 4) 	v(r) 	(r) = 0 	 (188) 
for the repulsive square well of height 	and width a is 
where a 
The reealting ground state energy per particle, 
P t2  
L N 	 a 
agrees with that obtained by Abe (49). Be counted only single pair exci-
tation perturbation diagrams. It is interesting to note that the limit 
of this expression for the ground state energy 60 V 	op (i.e. ) the 
repulsive square well goes into a repulsive hard core) is just the Lenz 
4 IT 6112, 
(50) term -- 2m 
An indication of the interpretation of cluster diagrams for three 
or more particles in terms of perturb tion diagrams for multiple pair 
excitations is presented in Figure (15). 


























Figure 15. Typical Perturbation Diagrams Corresponding 




It has been shown how the cluster integral formalism may be treated 
to produce results equivalent to those obtained from perturbation theory. 
Interest in the equivalence is not so much in presenting the cluster 
integral development as an alternative to the second quantization pro-
cedure; as it has been employed here at least, the cluster integral for-
malism appears considerably more cumbersome. Of greater interest, perhaps, 
is the underlying reason for the possibility of making an exact asymptotic 
calculation for the ground state energy in the two procedures.. In the 
second quantization formalism, the pair approximation reduces the Hamil-
tonian operator from a complicated quadri-linear form in the plane wave 
creation and destruction operators to a simple bilinear form, which can 
then be diagonalized by a canonical transformation to new operators. The 
cluster integral formalism without the equivalent of the pair approximation 
is also quite intractible because of the complicated nature of admissible 
graphs contributing to the pair distribution function. The equivalent of 
the pair approximation, namely the restriction to non-repeated indices, 
selects out of the original hierarchy of graphs only certain ring integrals. 
These have a particularly simple structure which enables evaluating exactly 
their contribution to the pair distribution function. This fact, utilized 
previously in, for example, the Debye-Huckel theory of electrolytes (51), 
the Kahn-Uhlenback treatment of the perfect Bose-Einstein gas (52) and in 
the Born-Green theory of liquids (53), here again forms the basis for the 
possibility of the present calculation. 
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It has been emphasized that the properly handled cluster expansion 
approach has the advantage of dealing directly with the wave function in 
configuration space. This has the advantage of heightening one's intui-
tion and insight into the problem. 
To proceed beyond the pair excitation approximation, to include 
terms representing simultaneous excitation of three particles one would 
expect to retain terms such as f(r12) f(r23). As previously discussed, 
such a term refers to excitation of three particles having momenta k l, 
2E2, k3 with ki + 1E2 + k3 r. 0, However, WV (54) has shown that instead 
of f(r12) f(r23) being retained to represent a triple excitation, a term 
of the form g(r1, r2, r3) must be used. This term is not separable into 
the product f(r12) f(r23 ), a term with a single repeated index. The impli-
cation of this for the cluster expansion approach is that for these mul-
tiple excitations to be included; a modification of the classical cluster 
expansions must be made to include three-body potentials in addition to 
the usual two-body ones. 
APPENDIX A 
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DIRECT CALMLATION 	< V> FOE SINGLE PAM EXCITATIONS 
In this penddx,9 the reeffit grem in eveion (67) for (W> the 
expectation value for tha p,:tantiaa 'energy iZeriver s cc untinz only 
single pair excitstions, and. stfarting from 
IN <V> IN 	 EN-1) 	0 	(3} (190) 
This amuanis to calculiting the intagril I v for the class of terms 
depicted graphically in Figures 3(a) to (4. With the ground state wave 
function given by equation (6), Iv becomes 
iv = N(N-1) j r n 
i(j 
[1.4-f(rid] V(r12) 	(14-f(r")) N 	(191) 
Contributions from terms shown in Figure 3(a) and (c) come from diagonal 
elements, iee., terms in the expanded product which contain the same set 
of pair functions coming from 0 as from 0 *. Call <V> the contribution 
to the potential energy from these terms. Consider the n th mach terms 
containing n products f2(rii ) 
E f2(rii) 	)0.. V(ri2) drN 	 (192) 
Of the NIAN-2n) ono 2 terms in the sum, let C o(n) be the number in 









Then this nth term integrated gives the result 
SV(r)di. 0N-n C (n)Bn-1 j' f(r) V(r)f(r)dr 	QN-n ^ ( -%Bn 	 
SZ 
(194) 
where Bs: je(r) dr. Summing over all n, the contribution Ivd to Iv is 
Iv 1 11 -- 	 II L4 11 ' j V(r)dr 
Q
N N 2 
2 
nor° 




N N 2 N! xn-1 
—2—
p jf(r)V(r)f(r)Ir 
(N-2n) gn-1)2 Nn  n=1 
Dividing by the normalization integral IN  
IN 
S (196) 
gives the result 
P 	 r 2 	 a <yid s 2 $ V(r)dr,+ 	f (r)V(r)dE 37 log 
With the asymptotic value for the sum given by equation (60) this becomes 
<v> (198) 
The second term on the right of equation (196) referring to interaction 
between excited pairs is neglected in this direct calculation because it 
affects the ground state energy in a higher order. 
To complete the calulation of <0 „ the "off diagonal" elements, 
00d 
coming from terms represented graphically in Figure S(b) and (d) 
are needed. For the excitation and de-excitation of a pair represented in 
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(b) 	a typical nth  term is 
tif(r12) V(r12) 	f2(rij
) f2 	) o o f2(r s ) drN 	(199) 
with n-t, products of function f2(r i ), and where indices 1 and 2 appear 
only in the term f(ri2). On integration and on summing all ach terms, 
one has 






ec n) = 2 __fll:EL__ 
[N-2-2(nA gn-l)g 24-1 
The integral Ivodi will be 
(201) 
(1r) 	= p $ V(r) f(r)dr a4 log 
Ivod3 = 
p V(r) f(r) dE 
Np $V(r) f(r) 
Ng xn -1 




The final contribution will cone from terms shown in Figure 3(d) e A 
typical nth term in the expended product will be 






with n-1 functions f2(r
ij
). On integrating and gumming all such terms, 
one has 
jf(rii ) V(r12) f(r2j ) dEl dry 4E3 
 N-1 2 C(n) QN-n-2 Bn-1 
n= 	 (205) 
with 
(N-2)  C(n) = 2 




d2 will be 
Ivod2 = QN 
	
f(ri j )V(r12)f(r2j )dEllE2dE3 
0 2 






(N-3-2t) gto N 
N-1 2 
111 xn-1  
n=i (N-1-2n)!(n-1)!Nn 
(206) 
The asymptotic value for the sum for large N and small x is 
e(N-3) x 
This gives the result 
w 2 
(V- - >od2 -- E2jf(rij  ) V(r12 ) f(r2j ) dr1  dr2  dr . 	- 
(208)  
(209)  
Introducing relative coordinates r = Ea - r2 2 r' r2 - rj . 
<v>od2 = Np 2 f(IL, +.r°i) 	f(r") dr dr° 	 (210) 
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Combining equation (198), CO, and (210) gives the total contribution to 
(V) from single pair excitations as 
(v) 	SIT(r)dr Np f V(r)f(r)dr Np 2,1“ Ir +r DV(r)f(rldrdif 
(211) 
which is the result used in Chapter III, equation (67). 
APPENDIX B 
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DERIVATION OF EQQATION (111) 
In this appendix, equation (111) is derived. To do this, the sum of 
equation (58) and equation (67) is considered term-by-term, using for 
V(r) the pseudopotentia1 given by equation (24) and transforming the pair 
function f(r12) to momentum space 
12 TTS 
j y(k) el14112 dk 
	
(212) 
Equation (212) is in accordance with equation (28) 
1(k)22 	f(r12) 
e-il-E`1.-12 (3E12  
Considering each term of equation,(58), one has 
V(r12)  
J 2V(r12) f(r12) 
clE12 	g 6 (E-12) d1.12 = 
dr12 P g 6(.1-122) H(217) 3 I .1k)  
elS.E12 
`4  .




ik-r e — —12 dk dr12 
e — 	
dr12 
V( r12) 2 P ( )3  
.x"2 
 





( 2 03 	T :- ;Tiri d 
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Consider next the first term of equation (67). As noted in the first sec-




J 72 f(r12) dr12 --"" 
Considering the remaining terms of equation (67), one finds 
":2112 j f(r12) 72 f(r12) 41.,12 2m 
(216)  
(217)  
2 ik4.E.12 , 	4. 1 *Z12 a t $ 	1(k) e 4E12 717 y(k ) 
e-1 
 
2 1 	rk2 y2 (k) dk 
2m 
(27) 3 .1 
- 2 r 2 f(r 	ir 1 
2m 	J 	 3 	- 
T 3W e  e41.E12 dk dr 12 ( 
	




42.12 	-10 2  i(k9e-41 -1 12 
dk, 	Y 3(k)
2 2 1 -p y (k) 
, ik.E12 	0 30 	1 	r k2  Y,Ak/  e 	dk = 	 dk 
an 	(27) 3J 1 - p 2 1 2(k) 







eik -s12 	dr 1 p y k) 	 —12 
dk' 









DERIVATION OF NATION (119) 
In this appendix, equation (.u9) is obtained from equation (7a)). To 




Examining each term of 
.2 
2 J 	2V( r12) 
f(r 	)= 
 11E4'12 1(k) 
 e 	41 
v (k) eira2 dk 
017), one has 









f(r12) dF-12 = 
92 
= p f 	1 	r v( k t ) 
(01 3 
ik.r 
e -12 	-H-133. 	y (k)et.E.12 dr 
12 
= 
 (2 )3 
j v(k) Y (k) dk 
rr  




The approach of Lee, Huang, and Yang to the problem of the system 
of Boie hard spheres is known as the method of pseudopotentials,in con-
trast with Lee and Yang's binary collision expansion method (55) or 
Brueckner and Sawadaes t-matrix method (56). The use of this concept, 
originally due to Fermi, is essential to their calculations. Applied 
to the problem of the hard spheres, this method becomes a systematic pro-
cedure of expansion of the energies and wave functions of the involved 
system with a, the hard-sphere diameter as expansion parameter. 
Motivation for the use of the pseudopotential concept may be ob-
tained by first discussing its role in the two body problem. For two 
hard spheres of diameter the Sch145dinger equation is 
(72 + k2) 4,Ir % rac ) 0, r > a (224) 
with the boundary condition 
4)(r) = 0, r S  a 
2 
Here r is the interparticle separation and s 	is the energy of rela- 
tive motion. The psuedopotential may be defined as the potential in a 
SchrOdinger equation valid throughout all space whose solution is equal 
to the solution of the hard sphere problem in the region outside the 
core. In other words, the hard core boundary condition of equation 
has been replaced by a potential, the pseudopotential. This procedure is 
analogous to the introduction of multipoles in electrostatics. 
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First consider the case of the appropriate pseudopotential for the 
spherically symmetric ( -wave) solutions at very low energy. If * (r) 
extrapolated is the solution which coincides with *(r) outside the core l 
(v 2 4. k2) il)ex( r) = 0 	(r # 0) 	 (225) 
is the equation which it satisfies. To insure that * ex(r) will equal 
* (a) z."- 0, this equation must be altered at the origin. If 4ex(r) has 
the following behavior close to the origin 
	
* ex(r) -0 (1 - air) .64 [r *ex(r)] r,„0 (r -PO) 
	
(226) 
it will vanish at r = a. For .1)  ex(r) to have this behavior, equation (225) 
will require that 
*ex( r) 	11•1Ta 	4zo 	(r * ex(r) ) (r -p 0),(k -> (227) 
In this equation 6(r) has its usual meaning as a Dirac 6 -function. 
The end result is that II) ex(r) is a solution of 
(17 2 4- k2) *ex(r) 	Tra s (r) 	[I. *ex(r)] 
	
(228) 
but is an S-wave asymptotic solution (k 	0) of the original problem 
for r > a. The operator on the right, being the potential of this 
Schrbflinger equation, is called the pseudopotential. This equation is 
not the originally sought equation whose equation * ex (r) coincides 
exactly with *(r) for r a. Its pseudopotential correspondingly is 
only approximately the desired pseudopotential. To determine the desired 
pseudopotential. To determine the desired pseudopotential, the solution 
for r > a of equation (21) will be written as 
+3_ 
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It m Y tin (0, rtS) [j t(kr)-(tan z )nt(kr)], (229) 
In this equation, (r, 0, $) are the polar coordinates for r , Y 0 0) 
is a normalized spherical harmonic, and j kr) and n4)(kr) are spheri-
cal Bessel functions. The q t, phase shifts for scattering from a hard 
sphere are defined by 
(ka)  tan alt 
	nt (ka) 	° 
This is the solution of equation (24 for r > a. If l ex(r) is defined 
to be equal to this expression throughout all spaoe, then one may show 
that the equation it satisfies is 
(C7 
2 	2 	 /kr 	a (r 	(r) 
	






( 2 1  1 ) 11 a 4. 1) 
1 k
2t + 1 
! 2 t 
YT,M 
6 (47)2 	( rd  ) 2 T, +1 	9+1 	
) (r  
In this equation, 1 	is defined by 
1 ,011 	Y tra* (G y 	* (r) d 
The derivation shows that "in general, the solution of equation (m) 
yailds the correct eigenvalues and correct asymptotic wave functions for 
any potential without bound states. The hard sphere potential is a 
particularly simple case in which the asymptotic form is realized as soon 
as r z a." ( 57) 
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In this consideration of the two-body problem, the two-body pseudo-
potential replaced the hard-sphere boundary condition that i  vanish 
whenever Ir1 
	2 
r I< a. This means that 1p must vanish on and inside a 
— — 
tube of radius a in the 6 dimensional configuration space of the two 
particles. The tube axis is defined by Ir l-E2 1 =0. In the case of the 
N-body system, this boundary condition becomes the requirement that 1p 
vanish whenever Iri - rj 1 4 a for all i and J, i different from J. 
This means that tp must vanish on and inside tubes of radius a, one 
tube for each different pair of particles J., j in the 6N dimensional con-
figuration space of the problem. The axis of each tube is defined by 
Iriril= 0, the surface by 	-rj a. The collection of all 
N(N-1)  tubes is a tree-like hyper surface, the tubes mutually inter-
2 
secting to form the center. A given tube, say one defined by Fr i - r 1=4, 
may be replaced correctly in a region removed from any intersections by 
the corresponding two—body pseudopotential. Thus away from intersec-
tions of two or more tubes the extended or extrapolated wave function 
would be a solution of a SchiSdinger equation containing the SUM of 
N(N-1) two-body pseudopotentials. To determine the pseudopotentials 
2 
required by the intersection of two or more tubes would require the sol-
ution of three and more-body problemS. Instead of doing this, Lee, Bhang, 
and Yang use for the N-body pseudopotential the approlimation 
8 7 ah2 
 







which is valid to order a2. This approximation amounts to using the sot 
of the first term of the two-body pseudopotentials. 
APPENDIX E 
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ASYMPTOTIC SERIES: NOTATION AND DISCUSSION 
The meaning of the 0 and o notation is found through the following 
definitions: 
1. If S is any set and f and g are functions defined on it, then 
f(s) 	0 [g(s)] 
means that there exists a positive number A, independent of s, such that 
f(s) SA g(s) for all s 
2. If f and g are functions defined on the real line, then 
f(x)im 0 [g(x)] 	(x -4 
means that there exists a real number k such that 
f(x) mc 0 [g(x)] 	x (k, ) . 
3. If f and g are functions defined on a set S, then 
f(x) = 0 [g(x)] , (x -0 xo) 
means that there exists a positive constant A and a neighborhood N(x0 ) of xo 
such that 
f(x) SA g(x) for all x both s and N(x0), 
4. If f and g are functions defined on a set 8, then 
f(x) = 0 [g(x)] , (x -4 x0) 
means that f(x)/g(x) 4 0 as x -4 xo, 
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To say that h(x) is an "asymptotic formula for f(x)" or that "f(x) 
and g(x) are asymptotically equivalent" [f'(x) g(x)] means that 
f(x)/g(x) -0 1 as x -+ xo . 
The preceding definitions are now used to define what is meant by 
an "asymptotic series for f(x)" or "an asymptotic expansion of f(x)." 
If there exists a sequence -of functions 110 h1, h2, h3,... and if 
there exists a sequence of constants Co, 01 , C2,0** such that this series 
of 0-formulas for f(x) holds: 
f(x) = 0 
f(x) s ©h0(x) 













f(x) = Coh0(x)4. 	
hn -1(x) + O[h
n(x 	(x-+ x0) 
then the formal series 
Co h0  (x) + C1 h1°  , 
(x)f. • 	 (x-* x®) 
is an "asymptotic series for f(x)" and the following notation is used 
f(x) = C0h0(x)4. 
and includes the set of 0-formulas. If this set has only N members, then 
it is said to be an asymptotic expansion of f(x) to N-1 terms. 
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